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Dohop Connect is the technology and service that enables you to find 
and book convenient and price-friendly flight combinations for your 
Self-Connecting journey. 

1. The Order 
1.1. These are the terms and conditions by which Dohop supplies Dohop Connect (the             

“Terms”) and other additional services to the Customer. 
1.2. When the Order is submitted, the Customer must provide Dohop with all the             

required information. It is always the Customer's responsibility to ensure that           
sufficient funds are available on the Card that shall be used to pay for the DC                
itinerary and Dohop Connect. The Customer is responsible for reading these Terms            
carefully and making sure that the details of the Order are complete and accurate              
before submitting the Order. 

1.3. The Customer acknowledges that Dohop does not act as an agent on behalf of the               
Carrier or other Travel Agents. The Customer is booking directly with the Carrier or              
Travel Agent and is subject to their terms and conditions. It is therefore the              
responsibility of the Customer to study and accept the terms and conditions of the              
Carrier or Travel Agent before completing an Order.  

1.4. These Terms will become binding when a booking confirmation with a confirmation            
number of the Order is displayed to the Customer on the booking confirmation             
page; at which point a contract will come into existence between Dohop ehf. and              
the Customer. Such written acceptance shall only be issued to the Customer upon             
receipt of full payment in cleared funds for the Order i.e. of Dohop Connect and, if                
applicable, a confirmation from the Carrier or Travel Agent that they have also             
received their payments for the purchased tickets in cleared funds. 

1.5. If a Customer makes a booking for more than one person, the Customer confirms              
and has the responsibility to ensure that; 
1.5.1. any relevant information provided in relation to Dohop Connect will be           

passed on to all members of the party; and  
1.5.2. the Customer has the authority to accept or decline all terms and            

conditions on behalf of all members of the party. 
1.6. It is the Customer’s responsibility to ensure that all documents have been received             

and are in order and shall contact and inform the Dohop Connect Service Center              
immediately if the Customer believes some of the documentation is missing or            
inaccurate. Dohop is not responsible for any issues arising due to the Customer’s             
failure of ensuring that he/she has received all the correct and adequate            
documents. 
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2. Payment 
2.1. Before making a purchase and submitting the Order, the booking page will clearly             

outline the Dohop Connect Fee and the cost of each Leg of the Self-Connecting              
Journey. The Dohop Connect Fee may change at any time, but price changes will              
not affect Orders that have already been completed. 

2.2. The Customer must pay for Dohop Connect using one of the payment methods             
outlined on the booking pages and by submitting an Order, the Customer confirms             
that he/she is responsible for ensuring that the payment information provided is            
accurate.  

2.3. If the Customer is making a booking for more than one person, the Customer is               
responsible for all payments due from each and every party member for whom the              
Customer makes the booking. 

2.4. Once the Customer submits the Order, Dohop will process the payment for the             
Dohop Connect Fee with the Customer’s Card details. Once the payment has been             
approved, Dohop will assign a confirmation number to the Order and display on the              
booking confirmation page, and then send the Customer a booking confirmation via            
email (the “Booking Confirmation Email”). Please quote the confirmation number in           
all subsequent correspondence related to the Order. 

2.5. If the payment to the Carrier is handled by Dohop, Dohop will process the payment               
for the booking of that Carrier’s ticket with the Customer’s Card details. Once the              
payment has been approved, Dohop will share the Carrier’s booking reference, or a             
ticket, or a link to a ticket, issued by the Carrier, in the Booking Confirmation Email.                
In no case does Dohop provide the transport itself offered by the Carrier.  

2.6. If the payment to the Carrier or Travel Agent is handled directly by that Carrier or                
Travel Agent, Dohop will send the Customer Card details to the respective Carriers             
or Travel Agents who who will process their part of the itinerary and then the Carrier                
or Travel Agent will issue the Customer with an email confirming the booking and              
the ticket(s).  

2.7. Dohop does not make any representation or warranty as to the availability of any              
tickets, and all fares are subject to availability. 

2.8. On the Customer's Card transaction statement there will be fully separate           
transactions i.e. the payment for the Dohop Connect Fee and the payment for each              
fare/ticket, which will be charged separately. 

2.9. Should the Customers booking be partially completed, due to whatever reasons, the            
Dohop Connect Service Center will use reasonable endeavors to help the Customer            
to fully complete the Partially Completed Booking. Dohop cannot guarantee that the            
incomplete part of the Partially Completed Booking will still be available and/or that             
the completed part of the Partially Completed Booking will be refunded by the             
relevant Carrier or Travel Agent if needed. If the reason for the Partially Completed              
Booking is insufficient funds on the Customer’s Card, then Dohop is not responsible             
for associated costs to complete or cancel the Partially Completed Booking.  
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3. Dohop Connect  
3.1. Dohop Connect and the Terms apply to the Customer and all passengers booked             

on the same confirmation number as the Customer. With Dohop Connect the            
Customer is provided with rights to use the technology to create and book Dohop              
Connect itineraries and to contact the Dohop Connect Service Center, should the            
Customer need any assistance while creating the booking, or post-booking, with           
respect to changes or cancellations. 

4. Liability  
4.1. If Dohop is in breach of these Terms or is negligent in the performance of its                

obligations under these Terms and this causes the Customer to suffer any            
damages, losses, expenses, claims of any nature, whether direct or indirect           
(collectively “Losses”), Dohop‘s total liability to the Customer under these Terms or            
otherwise shall be limited to the Dohop Connect Fee paid by the Customer for the               
Dohop Connect Service. Aforementioned is subject to when the Losses incurred or            
suffered by the Customer arise from, in connection with or in respect of Dohop’s              
failure to perform any of the obligations under these Terms due to extraordinary             
circumstances that could not have been prevented. 

4.2. In no circumstances shall Dohop be liable to pay any other damages, costs,             
expenses or claims, including but not limited to, future connecting travel cost,            
accommodation, loss of business, loss of enjoyment and/or cancellation costs, any           
consequential losses or damages of any kind, suffered by the Customers.  

5. Miscellaneous  
5.1. All agreements, contracts, matters and claims that may arise in relation to Dohop             

Connect shall be governed by and construed in accordance with Icelandic law and             
The District Court of Reykjavik, Iceland, will retain exclusive jurisdiction with respect            
to any such claims. 

5.2. According to Art. 3 of Act No. 150/2007 any claims arising in connection with Dohop               
Connect expire in four (4) years. 

5.3. When travelling, the Customer must ensure that it has the confirmation number            
found in the Booking Confirmation Email to verify the Order when contacting the             
Dohop Connect Service Center. It is the Customer’s responsibility to maintain           
contact with Dohop Connect Service Center and to respond to all communications            
either by email or phone. 

6. How we may use Your personal information 
The personal information provided by the Customer as a natural person: 

a. Will be collected by Dohop for the purpose of processing the payment of the Dohop               
Connect Fee and to provide the Customer with the Dohop Connect service when and              
if needed; 
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b. Will be collected on behalf of a Carrier or a Travel Agents for the purpose of                
processing payment, booking, administering and/or providing the relevant transport         
services;  

c. Might be collected on behalf of a service providers of an airport for the purpose of                
providing the agreed on-side service; 

d. Will only be stored for 14 months from the departure/return date of the last transport               
of the booking ; and 

e. Is protected and will only be processed by Dohop in accordance with the governing              
Privacy law, Act No. 90/2018 on the protection of personal data and processing of              
personal data, as well as EU regulation 2016/679, as well as by Dohops Privacy              
Policy, which is available online on      
https://www.dohop.com/media/content/PrivacyPolicyEN.pdf. The Privacy Policy    
forms an inseparable part of these Terms and the Customer is obligated to read it               
before accepting these Terms.  

 
Any further information and enquiries in relation to this matter can be sent to              
gdpr@dohop.com. 

7. Definitions 
Travel Agent: An agent that arranges travel for end client(s) on behalf of supplier(s) e.g. OTA’s,                
TMC’s, etc.; 
Booking Confirmation Email: An email sent by Dohop Connect where a confirmation            
number/reservation code that is assigned to the Order is to be found, amongst other important               
information in relation to the Dohop Connect itinerary;  
Card: A credit card, debit card, or some other Form Of Payment (FOP); 
Carrier: The transport operator(s) of the selected DC itinerary (including airline, train company, bus              
company or any other transportation company); 
Connection Leg: The transport Leg from Connection Point to destination (i.e. a flight/train/bus ride/              
any other transport); 
Connection Point: The point that connects two Legs i.e. the connecting airport, train station, bus               
station, etc.; 
Customer: A person who books and pays for a DC itinerary and Dohop Connect service; 
Dohop Connect: Provided by Dohop, and establishes, under the conditions specified herein, rights to              
the Customer, 
Dohop Connect Fee: The fee charged for Dohop Connect as displayed on the booking page; 
Dohop Connect itinerary (DC itinerary): A Self-Connecting Journey, that the Dohop Connect            
technology and service applies to, according to the Order; 
Extraordinary Circumstances: Such circumstances may, in particular, occur in cases also referred            
to as force majeure (and any circumstances arising as a direct consequence of any of the following                 
events): including but not limited to;  

a) political instability i.e. war (whether declared or not) or threat or preparation for war, civil               
commotion, revolution, riot, invasion, insurrection, demonstration or sabotage;  

b) meteorological and or environmental conditions, i.e. acts of God, fire, explosion, extreme            
weather, storm, accumulation of snow and ice, flood, tsunamis, earthquake, subsidence,           
volcanic eruption/ash/pollution, nuclear, chemical or biological contamination, epidemic,        
pandemic, lockdown or other natural disaster/phenomena, geological or catastrophic events;  

c) security risks, acts of vandalism, accidental damages or destruction of machinery, equipment,            
or infrastructure and/or unexpected transport safety shortcomings i.e. act of the public enemy,             
terrorist attack (declared or undeclared) or threat of terrorist attack, hijacking, discovery of             
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fossils, antiquites or unexploded bombs, pressure waves caused by devices travelling at            
supersonic speeds, airline/train/bus failure, airport/ train station/ bus station asset failure,           
damage or destruction of track/road/runway, or failure of public or private telecommunications            
networks or industrial action, geological, catastrophic events or CAA withdrawal of aircraft;  

d) strikes, lockouts or other industrial actions, that affect the operation of an operating Carrier,              
significant limitation of airport/ train station/ bus station operation; Air Traffic Control decisions             
that cause the travel disruptions or other similar decisions taken in relation to other transport               
operators, as well as bankruptcy, insolvency or termination of 50% or more of all schedules               
of the selected Carrier or any other effect which significantly limits or disables the selected or                
operating Carrier to provide its services. 

Feeder Leg: The transport Leg from Origin to Connection Point (i.e. a flight/train/bus ride/ any other                
transport); 
Leg(s): Is the part of a self-connecting journey that is between two successive stops/places i.e. a                
flight, train, bus ride (or some other mode of transport) from departure point to an arrival point; 
Minimum Connection Time (MCT): The minimum connection time required between the Customers            
Feederand Connection Leg that can vary by time of travel, carriers, airports, stations and etc.; 
Partially Completed Booking: A booking where one or more of the Leg(s)/ticket(s) that the              
Customer intended to book as part of the DC itinerary, has not been completed, due to whatever                 
reason, including but not limited to, insufficient funds on the Customer's Card or a technical failure; 
Order: The Customer's request to purchase Dohop Connect from Dohop and to book and purchase               
transport ticket(s) from the ticket seller e.g. Carrier or Travel Agent; 
Self-Connecting Journey: A booking of two (or more) transport tickets i.e. a Feeder and Connection               
Leg(s), from Origin to Destination through a Connection Point(s), where each Leg of the journey has                
separate booking numbers; 
Terms: The terms and conditions set out in this document, by which Dohop supplies Dohop Connect. 
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